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PREFACE
In its service to the youth of sixty-seven countries
around the world, the Young Men’s Christian Association is
in touch with all racial communities and serves persons of
every color and religious creed. From the time of the
founding of the YMCA in North America in 1351
>
its member-
ship has been composed predominantly of white persons, but
its services, almost from the beginning, have been extended
to all racial groupings. In the United States there had
been some growth for functional purposes of French YMCAs,
Chinese YMCAs, Negro YMCAs and other YMCAs based on racial
or language groupings with no thought of creating a pattern
of segregation. In the case of the Negroes, this growth
was implemented by the gifts of Mr. Julius Rosenwald. As
time has gone on, the old functional YMCAs, based on race
or language, have nearly passed out of existence. However,
the founding of YMCAs specifically for Negroes has unin-
tentionally brought about a result which has tended to
remain: a segregated service, with facilities for Negroes
only in those neighborhoods where Negroes were predominant.
This study is concerned with the growth of interracial
services for the youth of a community - of which Negroes
are members.
.
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
In 1923 the Boston YMCA established a community
branch in the South End-Lower Roxbury district.-1- This
branch was organized to serve this area particularly be-
cause of the unserved Negro population resident there.
At that time, the Boston YMCA was responding to
urgent pressure to do something for colored boys from a
group of ’’moderate’’^ colored leaders. It had their counsel
in all its operations in that area. In order to avoid the
charge of segregation, the branch was organized on the
community or ’’non-equipment” basis, and its Board of
Managers was made up of both Negro and white personnel.
It was made clear that both white and Negro boys were
eligible to participate.
The method of operation was to put at the service of
churches, homes, social agencies, the juvenile court and
teachers the service of a trained boys’ work staff to as-
sist in increasing the volume and quality of their work
with boys.
Over a period of two full years a complete program of
work was organized and carried on in helping neighborhood
1 History File, Metropolitan Boys’ Work Department,
Boston YMCA.
2 Ibid.
..
.
boys’ groups to establish themselves as purposeful clubs
under selected adult leadership, in leading the churches to
plan specific activities for their boy constituents, in
training adults for leadership in work with boys, in carry-
ing on street play on streets roped off by the city for
the purpose, in providing intelligent guidance to individual
boys on a variety of personal problems, and in other group
work services.
3
Some of the colored leaders were not entirely satis-
fied, and as the program gained momentum, their opposition
increased because of what they thought were ”Jim Crow’’^
implications. When, to this difficulty was added the loss
of the branch’s colored secretary and the continued develop-
ment of unsatisfactory community relations, it was concluded
that it would be better to close down the branch for a
time in the hope that it could resume operations later under
conditions that would avoid this conflict.
This brief history of an earlier effort to extend YMCA
youth services on an interracial basis to Roxbury is pre-
sented to give a better orientation and framework for the
present effort. The area has shifted slightly from Lower
Roxbury to Upper Roxbury, but implications from this earlier
3 History File, Metropolitan Boys' Work Department,
Boston YMCA.
1+ Ibid
.
.
3effort are still present in the community and influence
the present extension of services. Reference to these in-
fluences will be made later, but this background is
necessary to understand the complex situation existing in
the community and the sentiments found there. This study,
however, is concerned mainly with the present extension of
YMCA youth services on an interracial basis in Roxbury, and
will confine itself to a study of the community, its youth
services, the present YMCA youth services extension pro-
ject, and factors influencing its effectiveness.
The background and history of the project are included
to aid in understanding many of the present factors influenc-
ing the effectiveness of the program. An examination of
the area will include the neighborhood pathology, census
figures for youth, existing recreational facilities, and
memberships in existing agencies including the YMCA
services. The latter part of the thesis is devoted to an
attempt to examine the attitudes of the community which
influence the effectiveness of the program, and more specif-
ically, the attitudes of some of the present community
contacts made by YMCA secretaries.
The purpose of this study is to help determine the ad-
visability^ and the method of extending YMCA youth services
to Roxbury on the basis of an interracial program.
Naturally, all the implications of this question cannot be

undertaken in one study; therefore, the scope of this
paper must be limited to a few of the different aspects of
the program under consideration. The project was organized
to help determine the degree of effectiveness of an inter-
racial program, to try to determine individual and community
support, and to point out some of the problems involved. A
collection of statistics and data on the project are now
required if some review of the project is to be made. By
putting this material together, the writer hoped that
factors affecting the program will be more readily apparent
and that the more obvious conclusions can be drawn. How-
ever, this study does not propose in any way to be able to
include all the factors present, or to make the final
decision as to the future of youth services on an interracial
basis in Roxbury, which rightfully belongs to the Boston
YMCA.
The study will attempt to answer the following general
questions. Is the community need for further group work
services for its youth great enough to warrant the present
extension of services? Why were these services extended on
an experimental interracial basis, and, having been extended
on an interracial basis, what factors should be taken into
consideration if it should be planned to make these services
permanent? Some degree of community support is usually
necessary for the carrying out of services. Therefore, the
.
thesis will also attempt some study of community support.
The writer has worked in the area as a YMCA group
worker for over six months with community individuals, both
boys and adults. In connection with this work, he has been
a member of the Recreation Committee of the Roxbury Council
on Community Affairs, the Anti-Defamation League Project
Committee on Roxbury, the Community Advisory Committee to
the YMCA
,
and has participated in some activities at St.
Mark’s Social Center. He has also cooperated in programming
and planning with the Urban League, the Neighborhood Council,
Children’s Aid and several Roxbury churches. These
agencies, along with the Greater Boston Community Council,
have made studies of Roxbury which were used in this thesis.
In the work mentioned above, the writer has made con-
tacts with over seventy-five leaders and members of the
community. Many of them were interviewed with the use of
the schedule found in the Appendix.
The project furnishes a wealth of material in the
history and current files of the Boston YMCA and on its
operative level, from which pertinent data has been compiled.
Other sources relied upon were reports and books on inter-
racial problems, including studies made by the national
organizations of the YMCA and the YWCA
.
The background and history has been derived from the
files of the Boston YMCA. From this and from the studies
!.
‘
‘ X
of the Greater Boston Community Council and other studies,
the setting for the project will be shown, including the
need for youth services. This material was secured by the
writer by personal research in the files and reports of the
agencies mentioned and by personal interviews with the heads
or research departments of those agencies.
As the writer worked on the Upper Roxbury Project, the
schedule questions provided an ongoing method of tabulating
qualitatively the number of persons contacted, some indi-
cation of their status in the community, and their degree
of support or opposition.
Interest in a study of this area and of the implica-
tions in an interracial program has been the result of
working closely with the youth and adults of this community.
The study should help the student to understand better the
organization of recreation and group work services in the
community, the lack and need of these services, the problems
of group work organization and programming, both on an
uniracial and interracial basis, and the use of statistics
and surveys in planning. This study should help the student
in evaluating his own work in a community.
Some review by the YMCA of the work it has been doing
in the area will probably be necessary, and it is hoped that
this study may have compiled information from which factors
affecting the program will be more readily apparent and thus

be of value in this connection. The study should indicate
points at which more study or emphasis may be needed. This
should lead to a more effective program in the future.

Chapter II
THE PROJECT
The Boston YiiCA had been living for a long time just
on the edge of that section of the city in which large
numbers of youth labor under the burden of racial discrim-
ination. The Association felt that it could not be true
to its genius and not be concerned about service in such a
situation. It felt that it could lay claim to no special
"know how" in dealing with the conditions that existed, but
it believed that it had come to the point where it was pre-
pared patiently and intelligently to make its enterprise
a factor in alleviating the conflicts. The Association
further believed that its success in calling to its aid
expert help out of the community in the solution of other
knotty problems justified its belief that it could rally
to this purpose effective advice and counsel from whatever
source was available.
Thus the matter was brought before the Board of
Directors who consequently authorized the opening of a
branch. They were desirous, however, of having assurance
from the Greater Boston Community Council that this proposal
would have the approval of their planning group. On the
receipt of such assurance, they would then be ready to seek
finances necessary to carry it out.

9On March 1, 1945, a letter was sent to the Director
of the Greater Boston Community Council stating:
Urgent requests to reopen our former com-
munity branch, which was established in Roxbury
in 1923, have been coming to us now for some time
past. In considering the matter, we have had the
counsel of one of our experienced national
colored secretaries. His study of the situation
emphasizes particularly the size and need of the
white boyhood of this area as well as the
colored. This has suggested a change of emphasis
and we have now worked out a plan for the branch
that seems not only to avoid the segregation
issue but to provide opportunity to the branch to
make itself a factor in better interracial under-
standings. We are desirous of having approval
of your planning group.
5
In support of this proposal the Association advanced
three major considerations. These were: (1) the high
incidence of juvenile delinquency in this area; (2) the
conclusions reached in two protracted conferences with
colored leaders representative of all the factions that the
youth of the district were in crying need of service, and
that this proposal would have their united support; and
(3) the set-up of the present Association facilities which
makes it impossible to render full service to this group
except through such a branch arrangement.
Therefore, it was proposed to organize a Branch of the
YMCA on a community basis in that section of Roxbury lying
south of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad line
5 History File, Metropolitan Bovs’ Work Department,
Boston YMCA.
.:
between Massachusetts Avenue and Seaver Street. Such a
branch would be under the direction of a Board of Managers
and an employed staff of at least two trained ’Y’ secre-
taries. As a visual symbol of their intention to work for
interracial and intercultural understanding and collabora-
tion, both these units, the Board and the staff, would be
made up of both colored and white personnel. Care would be
taken in locating the headquarters and inaugurating the
activities to avoid associating the enterprise in the minds
of the public with any single racial group.
In order to give focus to the work, the branch was to
address its efforts to the service of boys from approximate-
ly twelve to twenty years of age. It was believed that many
neighborhood boys’ gangs or neighborhood groups in this part
of the area would consist of mixed racial or cultural per-
sonnel. It would then be their intent to provide inspiring
adult leaders (in general volunteers) to these groups, en-
rich the group programs, and increase the ties that bind the
members of the group together. Where groups in a neighbor-
hood of mixed racial population were found, whose members
were of one race, the purpose was to open the way tactfully
for the introduction into these groups of representatives
from the races of the community not represented. As soon as
it was seen where the early activity was likely to be, it
v/as intended that advice and counsel be sought from
.
educational and social work experts and from the community
members on neighborhood structure and growth to help build
the program and determine the details of policy.
In its proposal the Association stated that a Community
Branch does not introduce into the community an added
institution to compete with what is underway. It seeks,
rather, to complement the services now being rendered by
making contact with individuals and groups outside the
present influence of the agencies at work in the area and
by featuring activities outside the scope of the present
programs. The usual Association approach is area-wide, and
it was pointed out that most of the agencies now operating
in the area are neighborhood agencies. In the fields of
learn-to-swim, athletic leagues, cooperation with juvenile
court officers, outing programs, the recognition of youth
achievement, introducing selected youth to their responsi-
bility for community leadership and in marshalling adult
forces around definite community projects, it was felt that
the Association’s general community outlook was advantageous.
It would come into this area with a very definite commit-
ment to be a positive influence against segregation. Not
the least of its contributions, it expected, would come from
the city-wide participation it would foster in the area and
the use of the Huntington Avenue Building as a resource for
city-wide athletic leagues and meets, swims, conferences, etc.
.
For consideration, there was submitted, an outline of
representative activities of the Association’s community-
work program
:
Board of Managers
Made up of
Representative Citizens
Adult Program Council
1. To study the needs of the
youth of the community
and the present factors
related to these needs.
2. To organize effective
groups to work for
improved service to
these needs.
e.g.- To press for
better neighborhood play-
grounds; to re-enforce
efforts afoot for im-
proved school conditions;
to put the spot on lack
of law enforcement where
such exists; to enrich the
winter out -door program
for youth; to encourage
volunteer help in caring
for boys on probation;
to carry on community ef-
forts among youth for
larger participation in
evening education; to set
up more adequate means for
recognition of achievements
of youth in the community;
to set up campaigns for
volunteers in service to
boys; to provide guidance
opportunities for boys; to
provide camping opportunity
Youth Program Council
1. To bring the minds of
a selected group of
representative youth
to bear upon the
problems of youth
most urgent from their
standpoint and to
organize youth groups
to do something about
them.
e.g.- Neighborhood
programs of recreation,
community athletic
leagues, intercultural
projects, youth forums,
achievement programs in
crafts, arts, music, and
other hobbies, Periodic
Youth Community Confer-
ences, leadership
training enterprises,
organized clubs for boys
not enjoying such con-
nections, enlistment of
boys in guidance projects,
Father and Son occasions,
outing programs and outing
clubs, Find Yourself
Campaigns, activity in
relating older boys with
the church.

in camps whose constituencies
are a good cross-section of
all Boston; to conduct con-
ferences on parents and
their children; to work for
enlarged youth programs in
the church. 0
In the light of the foregoing, the report and recom-
mendations of the Greeter Boston Community Council Project
Committee on the YIlCA’s proposal for the opening of a non-
equipment branch to serve youth on an interracial basis in
the Roxbury District needs careful attention. It sets the
tone and method for the present work. The main recommenda-
tions and a brief excerpt from the report which was received
June 21, 19^5, are as follows:
Recommendations
The committee commends the YMCA for its
stand in proposing to develop a program which
will better interracial understanding and re-
commends that, when funds can be found, it set
about adding features to its program which will
strengthen its relationship to the Negro com-
munity. The committee offers the following
suggestions on the proposal:
1. That the establishment of a branch with its
implications of separateness and specific loca-
tion be postponed for the time being as a too
direct approach to the problem involved and
fraught with too many hazards at the present time.
2. That the YMCA establish a bi-racial committee
to give full and careful consideration to steps
to be taken in developing services involving
6 History File, Metropolitan Boys’ Work Department,
Boston YIICA.

participation of members of more than one race,
especially in neighborhoods where members of dif-
ferent races live next to each other.
3. That this committee select one or more staff
persons to work out of Huntington Avenue on behalf
of the committee in that neighborhood of Roxbury
marked as U-5 and the area immediately contiguous
to this census tract on an experimental basis.
The staff person, or persons, would probably be-
gin quietly a sampling of opinion of the residents
of the area, and slowly stimulate their interest
in services for boys in the neighborhood. If
sufficient interest developed, a local bi-racial
committee would probably be a natural result and
the leadership of the area could gradually be
led to sponsor activities which would involve
mixed racial groups.
A. The members of the project committee offer
their services to the Council, Fund and the YMCA
for further counsel on this proposal. It sug-
gests that it be continued and that at the end
of one year or thereabout the YMCA be asked to
make a report on steps that had been taken and
the results.
The committee cannot emphasize too strongly
that it is sympathetic to the idea of such a pro-
gram as proposed by the YMCA, but it is unconvinced
that the proposal as presented will achieve the
purpose which the leaders earnestly desire to
accomplish. The program appears too ambitious as
an initial approach to a difficult problem, and
the committee believes that a more gradual
development of relationships to the population of
the area under study would be more effective and
more likely to succeed in achieving the purpose
of the agency.
The committee sees all of the relationships
of the YMCA along interracial lines as having a
very significant part in this program and would
point out that the YMCA must consider carefully
the steps it takes in order to relate this work
to its entire program, especially the services of-
fered at the Huntington Avenue Branch which is so
near geographically to the area under consideration.

It is convinced that such an effort needs
most careful consideration, very imaginative
thinking and new vision to achieve the end de-
sired. Much will necessarily depend upon the
ability of the staff person, or persons, chosen
by the committee or board which undertakes the
work. The sentiment of the area into which a
staff starts to operate will necessarily need to
be carefully studied and the agency’s public
relations studiously developed.
7
On July 1, 1%6, following the recommendations of the
Greater Boston Community Council Project Committee, the
Roxbury Project was initiated. A staff worker was selected
by the Metropolitan Community Boys’ Branch of the Boston
YMCA. He was to work in the Roxbury area but out of their
Huntington Avenue office. Ten groups were functioning
within a few months. Others have been added since. Most
of the groups were composed of Negro boys and young men.
A few were composed of white boys living in the neighbor-
hood. All groups were represented in a council and some
quiet and sensible progress was made toward interracial
understanding. The staff person spent the majority of his
time with the groups themselves, and the rest working with
the adult committee and cooperating with groups in the
community; such as, the Roxbury Council on Community Affairs
which was just forming at that time. The community groups
7 Report of the Greater Boston Community Council Project
Committee on YMCA’s Proposal, June 21, 1945, History File,
Metropolitan Boys’ Work Department, Boston YMCA.
..
.
.
.
.
working with the Council are: St. Mark’s Social Center,
The Brotherhood of St. Mark’s, The Urban League of Greater
Boston, The Children’s Aid Association, The Sisterhood of
Temple Mishkan Tefila, The War Mothers, The Parents’
Federation, The Jewish Fraternal Order, The War Mothers’
Home, Inc., and the United Progressive Veterans of Roxbury
.
Chapter III
THE PROJECT AREA
Af&/6

The extension of YMCA services was proposed for that
section of Roxbury lying south of the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad line between Massachusetts Avenue
and Seaver Street. However, the extension services of the
YMCA project in Roxbury developed more specifically in the
areas of Grove Hall West and Warren Street, which include
the census tracts U1
,
U2, U5, U6A and U6B. Contiguous
areas include census tracts U3 and U4, in the Dudley Street
South and the Egleston Square area; and P4, P5 and T6 in
the Grove Hall East area. These contiguous areas border
the triangle formed by using Dudley Square as the apex and
running out Warren Street and Washington Street to Seaver
Street; the area in which most of the work was developed.
This area has sometimes been referred to by those connected
with the project as the Ward Twelve Project area.
This area is one undergoing a change in social pattern.
It is one in which three racial or cultural groups are in
the process of moving in or out. They consist of the
Catholic -Protestant white population, the Negro population
and the Jewish population. Roughly then, the area can be
divided into these three parts, with the Catholic-Protestant
white population predominantly living in the section coming
up from Dudley Square from approximately Dale Street to
Bower Street; the majority of the Negro population occupying
the section from Bower Street up to Hollander Street; and
..
.
•
.
.
the Jewish population running from Hollander Street on up
the hill to Seaver Street. Many of the frictions among
these groups occur because this is not a strict pattern
without overlappings. There are also indications that as
soon as housing is no longer frozen there may be considerably
more movement among all three groups. Further study may be
needed at that time to determine what effect this movement
might have upon this geographical pattern, the resulting
frictions, and the implications in reference to the YMCA
program.

Table I
POPULATION BY CENSUS TRACTS
IN THE ROXBURY PROJECT AREA*
20
Tract
Children
Total
Population
White Non-White
Age
Total White (m)
N
egro
(m) Native Fore
ign
Negro Other
U1 10-1
A
506 2A0 13
15 120 63 2 6 357 A A33 1 52A 332 3
16&17 2A1 117 7
U2 10-1A 521 216 AO
15 99 A9 A 5 939 3 360 1 1A3 92A 7
16&17 217 90 16
U3 10-1A A12 133 5
15 36 3A 1 A 705 3 615 977 9A 19
16&17 192 95 3
UA 10- 1A 737 353 16
15 1A0 6a 2 6 530 4 783 1 A33 301 3
16&17 251 127 1
U5 10-1A 792 209 172
15 17A A5 A2 3 360 3 292 2 03A 3 523 11
16&17 336 93 76
U6A 10-1A 375 169 13
15 32 37 6 5 2A9 3 05A 1 309 332 A
16&17 135 91 7
U6B 10-1A A22 223 1
15 96 A7 0 7 248 4 879 2 3 AO 29 0
16&17 132 97 1
Total
:
39 201 Total
:
5 737
^Source: United States Bureau of the Census.

Table I shows the population of those census tracts
included in and contiguous to the Roxbury project area.
The total population for this area shown is 44,93$* Of
this, the total number of children between the ages of seven
and sixteen is 7,092. These contiguous areas are given be-
cause it is possible that any work developed in the census
tracts which generally make up Ward Twelve will draw child-
ren from these contiguous areas. (See Table XVII in the
Appendix for relationship of distance to reason for non-
attendance.) However, the approximate population of Ward
Twelve taken from census tracts Ul, U2, U5, U6A and U6B
alone amounts to 33,653* Of this figure, the total number
of children between the ages of seven and sixteen is 5,332.
By political delineation, Ward Twelve has the highest child
population of the Wards 9, 10, 11 and 12, with a total of a
little over 7,000 children.^
3 Outdoor Recreational Facilities in Ward 12, Roxbury
Council on Community Affairs, 1947.
.
Table II
CHILDREN BETWEEN AGES OF
SIX AND SEVENTEEN IN HOUSING PROJECTS3
(1945) b
MALES FEMALES TOTAL
Mission Hill 6-12 13-17 6-12 13-17
( Roxbury
)
360 199 393 160 1 112 c
Lenox Street
(South End) 52 27 60 30 169
These figures are of relatively little importance other
than to point out a great concentration of children, espec-
ially living in the Mission Hill Project, with a minimum of
recreational facilities available to them. The project
falls within the one-half mile radius of the YMCA Roxbury
services, and it is conceivable that some of the older boys
would be served by it.
a Source: State Census, 1945*
b These figures were not included in the Federal census
figures of 1940.
c Findings show there are now 2,300 children under
twenty-one years of age, half of whom are boys.
.
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Sixty Three gWornood
By PAULINE L. LEHRBURGEPj
* — A Comparison in FavoraViVity
and GENEVIEVE C. WEEKS
How do the various sections of Boston compare with each other in
social well-being?
Do neighborhoods ivith unfavorable economic or housing condi-
tions shoiv similarly unfavorable conditions of health?
What are the characteristics of neighborhoods where juvenile prob-
lems appear most frequently?
Answers to these and other questions of deep concern to all
citizens and to social agencies are indicated in the maps on these
two pages. In them we may see how sixty-three neighborhoods of
the City of Boston compare in housing, health, economic security,
educational achievement, and social breakdown involving children
—five fields descriptive of the people and the conditions under which
they live. Here we may find signposts pointing to those sections of
the city into which must go our best efforts in services and our best
thought in planning.
Maps by Community Studies
The maps have been prepared by the Community Studies section
of the Research Bureau of the Greater Boston Community Council.
The figures used in their preparation are from the U. S. Census,
city and state departments, and from private agencies.
Within each of the five fields studied, the neighborhoods have
been grouped into five classes, ranging from the most favorable, as
shown by white areas on the maps, to the least favorable as shown
by black areas. The intervening degrees of favorability are repre-
sented in shadings from light to dark.
One of the significant facts which the maps show clearly is that
the neighborhoods with least favorable health and social conditions
tend to surround the downtown business and commercial sections of
Boston, while as distance from the heard; of the city increases and as
an area’s age in years of development decreases, the neighborhoods
show increasing favorability. The Beacon Hill neighborhood, close
to the city’s core and among its oldest neighborhoods, is an outstand-
ing exception to this pattern.
Least Favorable Neighborhoods
Perhaps the most striking feature of the maps is that there are
nine neighborhoods all of which appear on every map in solid black
or near-black, thus indicating that they fall consistently in the lowest
or next to lowest classifications in all five fields considered.
What can be done to improve these conditions and to meet needs
more effectively? What is the meaning for us of the correlation
which these maps demonstrate between poor housing, low incomes,
bad health, limited education, and juvenile problems? Does it
suggest that significant improvements can be accomplished only by
attacking all of these problems simultaneously?
Still other questions may be raised where comparisons show
that a neighborhood or a group of neighborhoods stands out with a
high favorability ranking in one or two fields, but is in the least
favorable classifications for the other fields.
High Health Rating
Such a situation occurs in East Boston and in the North End.
In East Boston a group of neighborhoods have a high health rating
in contrast to low favorability rankings in housing, economic security
and educational achievement. The North End neighborhood ranks
in the second-in-favorability classification for the two fields, health
and social problems involving children, but from the point of view of
its rating in economic security, housing, and educational achievement
this district is in the least favorable grouping. How can these
anomalies be explained? Is it just “good luck” or “happenstance”
that the figures “come out this way,” or are there underlying factors
present such as a better preventive health program which result in a
good favorability rating in one field in spite of low ratings in the
other fields? Only further study and more detailed comparison of
basic facts may provide the answer.
Need for Further Study
But it is not only the areas shown in black which hold interest
for our services and our planning. Problems are also indicated in
the neighborhoods which most often appear as white areas. For
example, two West Roxbury neighborhoods are in the group with
the most favorable rating in housing, economic security, and educa-
tional achievement, but have a less favorable rating in health. Similar-
situations occur in other neighborhoods. It would seem, therefore,
that additional study and planning are needed for these communities.
Every social worker and social planner will see in these maps
other significant facts, other sore spots. For those who work and
serve Boston neighborshoods there will be special meanings and
special challenges. But our job is only just begun when we find where
the problems lie and what they are. We have yet to plan—and act.
,
FAVORABILITY RANKING
OF 63 NEIGHBORHOODS
TWO EDUCATION FACTORS
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
IN BOSTON
BY NEIGHBORHOODS
HEALTH
IN BOSTON
BY NEIGHBORHOODS

Roxbury area is recognized as a district needing many
services. This area is second in population size of the
fifteen Health and Welfare Areas. The economic insecurity
is reflected by the fact that in 1940 only four other areas
had a higher unemployment rate and in 1944 the proportion
of Aid to Dependent Children cases was the highest found in
o
Boston.
Considered from the viewpoint of membership participa-
tion alone, as shown in the 1942 figures, Roxbury as a whole
might not be considered as critically in need of expansion
of youth services. But other factors such as the sharp
jump in delinquency, relatively low economic security, Aid
to Dependent Children rates, etc., point to deep needs.
^
The above map comparing the health and welfare areas will
give a quick understanding of some of these other factors.
A further breakdown of some of the important factors in
the favorability comparison of Boston Health and Welfare
Areas will show better their implications in relation to
youth services.
9 An ADC case means that the child, or children, is
missing one or both its parents which is significant in con-
sidering social breakdown involving children.
10 Report on Areas Proposed for Extension of Youth
Service s prepared for Committee on Decentralized Services,
Youth Agencies Section, Greater Boston Community Council,
December, 1944*
•
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Table III
FAVORABILITY COMPARISON WITH FIFTEEN
BOSTON HEALTH AND WELFARE AREAS3
Health and
Welfare
Area*3
Composite
Rank for
Favor-
ability 0
Health Social
Breakdown
Invo lving
Children
Education Economic
Security
Roxbury 12th 13th 15th 9th 11th
a Source: Statistical Studybook on Roxbury, Greater
Boston Community Council.
b Fifteen Health and Welfare Areas were compared. The
above figures represent Roxbury’s standing in comparison to
the others.
c Rank #1 indicates most favorable status. Rank jf15
indicates least favorable status.

Table IV
MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION
OF CRUELTY TO CHILDREN CASES IN BOSTON
AND ITS FIFTEEN HEALTH AND WELFARE AREAS
FOR THE PERIOD FEBRUARY 1, THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1944
(A SAMPLE OF THREE)
Health
and
Welfare Area
Number
of
Households
Number
of
Cases
Cases
per 1000
Households
Boston (total ) 197 377 835 4.2
West Roxbury b 9^1 5 1.0
South End 12 340 104 3.1
Roxburya 27 463 251 9.1
Table IV in and of itself is indicative of these deeper
needs. However, when interpreted in terms of children, it
is still more meaningful. When services were first begun
in the area, three boys came to a staff member asking if
they could have a model airplane club so that they could not
only make model airplanes but have some place to keep them
and the materials needed. They said that their parents
threw out any materials and planes they found around the
a Roxbury rated fourteenth out of the fifteen areas,
except in cases per 1000 households where it was the highest,
f ifteenth
.
..
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house and often chastized them for working on model air-
planes at home. The club was formed and membership climbed
to over twelve in three weeks.
Table V
JUVENILE COURT APPEARANCES*
AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF APPEARANCES OF BOSTON
JUVENILES UNDER 17 IN MASSACHUSETTS COURTS PER 1000
POPULATION 7-16 YEARS OF AGE FOR FIVE-YEAR PRE-WAR
PERIOD 1936-40, COMPARED WITH THREE-YEAR WAR PERIOD,
1941-43, AND THE PARTIAL POST-WAR PERIOD 1941-45-
PERCENTAGES TOTAL APPEARANCES
1936- 1941- 1941- 1941 1943 1945
1940 1943 1945
Boston as a whole 14-2 14.7 15.7
Roxbury as a whole 13.2 23.3 25.9 359 543 548
Roxbury neighborhoods
Dudley Street East 20./3" 20.7 25.3 93 109 169
Dudley Street South 17 .q 23.1 24.6 70 93 64
Egleston So
x
uare 14.6 15.9 22.9 15 10 33
Grove Hall West 10.5 13.4 15.1 31 42 42
Heath Street 17.4 9.2 9.4 12 11 14
Lower Roxbury 34.2 45.2 45.9 96 160 121
Mission Hill 12.7 17.6 20.6 12 23 31
Parker Hill 13.9 13.0 15.4 26 36 33
Warren Street 13.9 22.3 30.2 34 69 35
^Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council
.
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The juvenile court appearances are in a way a summa-
tion of all these other pathological factors found in the
neighborhood. It should be noted that in the Warren Street
area, one of the main areas of emphasis of the project,
the number of appearances for 1945 is third highest, and
the average annual rate of appearances for 1941-45 is second
highest
.
RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
Private Recreational Resources Census Tract
Boston YMHA
108 Seaver Street U5
Norfolk House Center
14 Eliot Street U3
St. Mark’s Social Center
216 Townsend Street U5
Public (Parks and Playgrounds)
John J. Connolly
Marcella Street VI
Franklin Field and Park
Seaver Street
School Playgrounds
David A. Ellis
302 Walnut Avenue U5
Roxbury Memorial High
465 Warren Street U6A
William L. Garrison
20 Hutchins Street U5
Lewis
12 Paulding Street U2
..
.
Interpreted in terms of availability, the above list
of physical resources shrinks considerably. Concerning the
school playgrounds: all school playgrounds are classified
as play areas for children under twelve. Usually even then,
however, they are open only to children under twelve from
three in the afternoon until sundown. With the cuts in the
budget, however, all school playgrounds which would be
available for this limited age group in the area, including
the Howe, Lewis, Garrison and Ellis Schools have been ordered
closed for the summer.
The John J. Connolly playground at Marcella Street is
more than one-half mile from most of the project area. It
is already too small to serve the child population contiguous
to it. The transporting of children from outside this con-
tiguous area would overcrowd still more an already inadequate
playground. The baseball diamonds and playground facilities
at Franklin Park were taken up during the war and the space
used for victory gardens. As yet they have not been re-
novated for the use of children. Franklin Field is more
than two miles distance from the area. Children would either
have to have transportation available to reach it, or pay to
ride on the trolley cars - this in the light of the low
economic security of the area.
Two small parks were not recorded. They were Munroe
and Washington Parks. However, their use is restricted to
..
.
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mothers and their small children only. One of them can be
used for walking and sitting only. It can be safely con-
cluded in the light of these interpretations, then, that for
children over the age of twelve, Ward Twelve has nothing in
the way of outdoor recreational facilities. The report of
the Recreational Committee of the Roxbury Council on Com-
munity Affairs has further shown that the Boston Recreational
Standards are below those of the National Recreational
Standards. Roxbury standards are far below even those of
the City of Boston.
*.
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Table VI
DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERSHIPS IN YOUTH AGENCIES IN
ROXBURY HELD BY CHILDREN 7-16 YEARS OF AGE IN
1942 BY CENSUS TRACTS*
Census
Tracts
No. of Children
7-16 No . of Member ships
Proportion to
Population
Total M F Total M F Total M F
Warren Street
:
U1 1043 552 496 440 335 105 42.0 60.7 21.2
U2 1039 514 525 470 352 113 45.2 63.5 22.5
Grove Hall West:
U5 1535 754 731 761 430 231 49.6 63-7 36.0
U6A 736 372 364 234 142 92 31.3 33.2 25.3
U6B 374 441 433 341 210 131 39.0 47.6 30.3
Contiguous Areas:
U3 312 397 415 602 460 142 74.1 115.9 34.2
U4 1050 529 522 372 312 60 35.4 53.9 11.5
Note
:
These figures represent a count of memberships held,
and not of children served
,
since one child may hold
several memberships •
In the 1947 survey of memberships of boys age seven to
sixteen in relation to the proportion of population of boys
age seven to sixteen, it was found that the proportion in the
census tracts included in the YMCA Roxbury Project ran from
^Source: Survey of Social Needs of Greater Boston,
Greater Boston Community Council, 1946.
C.‘
.
39*1 to 64.6 per cent. However, in comparison with other
areas, this percentage does not look so large. Even taken
by itself in the highest tract, it still means that there
are 35*4- per cent boys without memberships. This figure
also includes all duplications of membership where one boy
belonged to more than one agency (the percentage could and
did run higher than one hundred per cent in some instances).
Table VII
MEMBERSHIPS OF BOYS AGE 7-16 AS
A PROPORTION OF POPULATION OF BOYS AGE
7-16 BY NEIGHBORHOODS*
Boston 41.6 Lower Roxbury 70.6
Dudley East 51.5 Dudley South 74.4
Grove Hall West 33.3 Castle Square 95-4
Warren Street 0/4. • 4 Columbus & Mass. Ave. 97.2
^Source: Report on Areas Proposed for Extension of
Youth Services, Greater Boston Community Council, 1944*
..
.
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Table VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERSHIPS IN YOUTH AGENCIES
IN ROXBURY HELD BY CHILDREN 7-16 YEARS OF AGE
IN 1942 WITH SOME REVISIONS FOR 1944, 1945
AND 1946, WITH A COMPARISON TO SOUTH ENDa
Population No . Memb er sh ip s Proportion per
7-16 Held by Children
7-16
100 Population
7-16
Total M F Total M F Total M F
South End
4957 2567 2390 4265 2572 1693 86.0 100.2 70.8
Roxburyk
18142 9013 9129 8068 5550 2518 44.5 61.6 27.6
Two major agencies are found within the Ward Twelve
area. These are the YMHA and the St. Mark’s Social C enter.
The following tables show their total enrollment for youth
between the ages of seven and sixteen.
a Source: Report on Areas Proposed for Extension of
Youth Services, Greater Boston Community Council, 1944*
b Revised by addition of memberships (estimated) in
Dennison House as of 1946, and memberships (actual) in St.
Mark’s Social Center as of 1946.
» •
.
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Table IX
EXTRACT OF MEMBERSHIPS IN THE YMHA
ACCORDING TO CENSUS TRACT, 1942*
Total
Age 7-16
x xSi 0 Female
Roxbury as a whole 543 364 179
Census tracts in Pro.iect
Area
U1 1 1 0
U2 6 5 1
U3 0 0 0
U4 15 S 7
U5 lSl 117 64
U6A SO 51 29
U6B 20S 149 59
^Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council
.

Table X
ST. MARK T S SOCIAL CENTER*
EXTRACT OF MEMBERS RESIDENT IN R0X3URY
BY ACE GROUP AND CENSUS TRACT 1945-46 (ACTUAL)
Census Tracts in
Project Area Age 7-16 •Age 17-25
Total M F Total M F
U1 21 10 11 10 7 3
U2 67 33 34 24 lg 6
U3 3 3 0 3 3 0
U4 20 15 5 3 3 0
U5 262 139 123 62 44 lg
U6A 40 16 24 10 7 3
U6B 2 2 0 3 3 0
^Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council
.

Table XI
TOTAL MEMBERSHIPS IN YMKA AND ST. MARK’S
SOCIAL CENTER AND TOTAL POPULATION
BETWEEN THE AGES OF SEVEN AND SIXTEEN
Census Tract Total Members Population*
U1 22 104#
U2 73 1039
U3 3 $12
U4 33 1050
U5 443 1535
U6A 120 736
U6B 210 $74
When the memberships of the two agencies are added to-
gether, the above table gives a good indication as to the
number of youth not holding membership in these two major
youth-serving agencies in the area. The census tract which
includes the major portion of the area also has the highest
population.
!cSource: United States Bureau of the Census (1940).
'. /
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Map III
AGENCIES SERVING AREA WATH
HALF-MILE RADIUS SH™
1. J. Neighborhood House
2. Dorchester House
3. Yl-ICAj Greenwood Youth
Center
A. Y1ICA, Dorchester Branch
| . YMHA6. St. Mark's Social Center
ennison House
Clubs of Boston
(Roxbury Club)
Norfolk House Center
—
The high concentration of circles on the northern part
of Map III indicates a few of the many agencies serving the
t
South End of Boston and Lower Roxbury. It can be seen that
most of the agencies are outside the Project Area. Both the
Boys’ Club and Norfolk House are some distance from it.
Dennison House is separated from it by a main artery, and its
constituency is made up mainly of white members. Of the two
major centers in the area, St. Mark’s Social Center is known
as a Negro center, and the Y14HA as a Jewish center. There-
fore, both naturally tend to serve a limited number of youth.
This brief study of some of the factors in the services
available to youth in Roxbury has shown that the project
area, sometimes referred to as Ward Twelve, has the highest
child population of the Wards 9, 10, 11 and 12. It is recog-
nized as the twelfth in favorability in all factors and the
greatest area involving social breakdown among children of
the fifteen Boston Health and Welfare Areas. It rated the
highest in cases of the Massachusetts Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children in cases per one thousand
households. Delinquency in the area has increased considerab-
ly. Outdoor recreational facilities for children over the age
of twelve were non-existent.
Considered from the viewpoint of membership participation
alone
,
Roxbury as a whole might not be considered as critical-
ly in need of expansion of youth services. However, the Ward
,%
Twelve figures are even lower than Roxbury as a whole. Other
factors such as those mentioned above, though, point to the
need for greater services.
.
Chapter IV
THE PROJECT STAFF
The choice of staff for the Project was made increas-
ingly difficult because of both the nature of the work, the
success of which depended much on the attitudes of the staff
person engaged, and the shortage of professional workers.
Therefore, as later material will show, there was not so
much staff stability as might have been hoped for. Out of
necessity, then, the first staff secretary was chosen on the
basis of past experience and knowledge of the area rather
than a combination of professional experience and training.
His lay assistant, upon whom the whole burden of the project
later fell, had little training except for volunteer leader-
ship experience and a short period of association with the
first staff secretary on the project. Following his resig-
nation, two part-time workers, one of whom later became a
full-time worker, assumed the staff responsibility for
carrying on the program. They were graduate students on
field work placement from Boston University School of Social
Work. Thus, the project was carried on with this staff
under the overall supervision and direction of the Associa-
tion’s City Wide Boys’ Work Secretary.
In keeping with the recommendations of the Greater
Boston Community Council Project Committee, the staff of the
i.
.
.
project began a program of increased contact and cooperation
with existing community agencies and programs. The Children’s
Aid operated a club program for a specialized group of child-
ren. Where the programs dovetailed (there was no overlapping
in membership) in purpose, cooperative interchange of
knowledge of the community needs and of leadership for
groups was built up. Many of the churches, including the
Eliot Congregational, Roxbury Presbyterian, and the St.
Mark’s Congregational churches, had previous working arrange-
ments for some of their youth at the Huntington Avenue
Branch. These were encouraged, and new relationships in
regard to the project formed wherein these facilities were
used as meeting places for some groups.
The staff also participated in the formation of the
Roxbury Council on Community Affairs which included repre-
sentatives from the St. Mark’s Social Center, the Brotherhood
of St. Mark, the Urban L eague of Greater Boston, the Child-
ren’s Aid Association, the Sisterhood of Temple Mishkan
Tefila, the War Mothers, Farents’ Federation, the Jewish
Fraternal Order, the Mothers’ Home, Inc., and the United
Progressive Veterans of Roxbury. Relationships were formed
with the Boston YMHA and St. Mark’s Social Center whereby
their facilities were used for certain meetings and clubs.
A cooperative movie program for children was also developed
and carried on with the St. Mark’s Social Center.
I•-
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Other contacts with community groups have included the
Professional and Businessmen’s Club, the Progressive Veterans’
Cpub, the Kappa Alpha Fsi Fraternity, the Urban League, the
Armstrong-Hemenway Foundation, the Roxbury Neighborhood
Council, made up mostly of professional social workers, the
American Veterans’ Committee Chapter, American Legion -
James P. Cassidy Post, the Anti-Defamation League, the Fair
Employment Practices Commission, and the Jewish Community
Council. It has also cooperated with many of these agencies
to sponsor a program to alleviate some of the tensions and
misunderstandings among racial groups in Roxbury.
The degree of support for the YMCA project by these
organizations will be taken up in a later chapter. However,
because of the early feelings expressed by Negro groups con-
cerning the program, more initial emphasis was given to
working with the colored groups than with the white.
• i
'* •• ‘
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Table XII
STAFF TURNOVER
Staff Began Left Period
First staff secretary July 1, 1946 Dec . 1946 6 mo s
.
His lay assistant Nov . 19A-6 2 mos.
Lay assistant became
staff leader Dec. 1946 Apr. 1947 4 mos
Part-time worker ff\ Feb. 1947 May, 1947 3g mos.
Part-time worker #2 Feb. 1947 3s mos.
Full-time athletic
and group wrker April, 1947
Part-time worker
became full-time May, 1947
Table XII shows the great rate of turnover in staff
personnel working in the Roxbury area. Such a high rate of
turnover is not conducive to the effectiveness of any program,
as will be seen in the following discussion of what happened
to the membership.
.'
.
Table XIII
MEMBERSHIP AND CLUBS FROM
DECEMBER, 1946, TO APRIL, 1947 (ACTUAL) 3
Month No. of Clubs No. of Members
December 10 Si
January 6 67
February 7 75b
March 7 S9
April 12 1—
1
a Source: Monthly Statistics, YMCA.
b One was a girls' club taken on temporarily with a
membership of 6. Deducting this, it would make February's
total membership 69, number of clubs, 6.
:
Table XIV
TOTAL MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP INCLUDING
BOTH REGISTERED AND NON -REGISTERED
MEMBERS3- FROM SEPTEMBER, 1946 TO APRIL, 1947b
Month No. of Members
September 151
October 225
November 233
December 253
January 101
February 115
March 139
April 220
Some effect on membership can be seen in Table XIII, but
no table will be able to S: ow its effect on community opinion
and cooperation, continuity of the program and the relation-
ships established with the youngsters.
The health of the first staff secretary began to fail
early in December, so that he undertook less and less
a Irregular participants,
b Source: Monthly Statistics, YMCA
.

responsibility. By the end of December his assistant had to
fill the breach left by his resignation. It is more readily
apparent from Tables XIII and XIV what happened to member-
ship. In December, the individual memberships were eighty-
one, and the number of clubs ten. In January, the individual
memberships had fallen off to sixty-seven, and the number of
clubs to six.
Another period of adjustment is shown in February when
two part-time workers began. Memberships and clubs remained
static during this period while they became acclimated to
their new work. By February, the former assistant was be-
ginning preparation to go back to school for further
training. With the lessening once again of his responsibili-
ties and finally another change of staff, another period of
adjustment took place when the two part-time workers began.
The figures reflect this break in continuity. Member-
ships and clubs remain static during this period while they
became acclimated to their new work. The shortage of pro-
fessional workers is recognized, but the fact still remains
that the program suffered with a rapid turnover of personnel,
and, as always, it would be advisable to have a permanent
staff as soon as possible.
However, one factor of great significance is that the
development of the project’s relationships to the community
and its cooperation with existing agencies and facilities -
..
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which in its early stages depends much upon the personnel
until habits of cooperation and contact are established - was
retarded. Table XV shows how this change of staff minimizes
community contacts. In the first change, the contacts dropped
from over one hundred to over forty. The second change
dropped from over seventy-five to a combined total of only
over thirty-f ive
.
Table XV
COMMUNITY CONTACTS*
Staff Ferson Beginning End
First staff secretary Dec : over 100
His lay assistant Dec
:
over 40 Apr
:
over 75
#1 part-time worker Feb over 15
§2 part-time worker Feb: over 20
This would perhaps again lead to the conclusion that a
permanent staff would be most effective in not only recruit-
ing membership, building clubs and program, but also in
community contacts and the work of community cooperation.
*Lay and professional individuals in the community
interested in and/or cooperating with the project.
.r
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Chapter V
COMMUNITY ATTITUDES TOWARD THE PROJECT
Attitudes of Certain K euro Groups in the Community
The Project Committee of the Greater Boston Community
Council on the proposed extension of services by the YMCA
recommended a "quiet sampling of opinion of residents of the
area" and that "the sentiment of the area into which a staff
starts to operate will necessarily need to be carefully
studied and the agency’s public relations studiously
developed." For this reason, the staff embarked early in its
work to develop community relations by speaking before and
cooperating with Negro community groups, clubs and agencies
(as well as others mentioned in the preceding chapter). It
was found that these groups and their officers and members
I
were quite ready and willing to express their sentiments and
feelings concerning the extension of services sponsored by
the YMCA. Mith a "quiet sampling" and "the necessity of
studying the sentiment of the area" in mind, the staff re-
corded these volunteered expressions with the use of the
schedule found in the Appendix.
AH invitations to speak before clubs concerning the
program and to meet with members and officers of the clubs
were readily accepted. Sometimes these were made through
club members with whom the staff had become acquainted in the
• *
• I
work of the program, sometimes through parents of youngsters,
and other times through the direct request of a club or
organization who, because of their interest, wanted to know
more about the program.
In speaking before an organization or with its officers,
an open, frank and full discussion of all the implications of
such a program was encouraged. Twelve Negro organizations
were thus contacted in this way, and, in each instance, an
officer and a member were interviewed and an informal talk
or discussion held with the group. There was only one excep-
tion. That 'was in the case of a Negro church where the
minister and his former young people’s worker were interviewed
but the congregation not met as a group.
The organizations fell roughly into four categories:
(1) those made up of older residents of the community; (2)
those made up of younger residents of the community;
(3) professional or social work agencies; and (A) those made
up of boys in the community. The first group included a
professional and business men’s club, a civic group, and a
social work group. The second, a veteran’s group of this
war, a fraternal club, and a young men’s civic club. The
third, four social work agencies and a church. The fourth,
two boys’ groups in the community.
All the groups included in category one, the older
residents in the community, early expressed sentiments in
regard to the history of the IMCA in regard to discrimination.
..
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The groups and their members stated that they questioned the
sincerity of the present aims of the YMCA, and individually
expressed to a greater or lesser degree some bitterness or
hostility in proportion to their individual past experiences.
As a whole they were sympathetic toward the program, but were
a little slow to endorse an extension program based on inter-
racial services sponsored by the YMCA because of past
experiences; such as, the 1923 branch which they interpreted
as a segregated experiment; dormitory exclusion; exclusion
from the pool; and further in the past, the use of the quota
system; exclusion from the use of any of the facilities.
They wondered whether or not this might not be just
another means of excluding Negroes from the use of the
Huntington Avenue facilities, as the ’ Y* had followed the
policy in the past of setting up separate facilities for
Negroes, namely through the Rosenwald Fund. They also ex-
pressed fear that unless safeguards were taken both in the
interracial project and also in the Huntington Avenue Branch
by planning and by explicit understanding and/or written
policy, that the Roxbury Branch could become an unintentional
extension of ,T Jim Crow" practices. It was pointed out that
even though a policy of non-segregation was laid down, in the
administration of the Huntington Avenue Branch Negroes might
be referred to "their own" branch. T: is was not noted
m
\
maliciously by the member, but he explained that it could
..
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conceivably happen with a not too well informed desk em-
ployee who thought that he was carrying out the policy of
the ’ Y T in looking out for the best interests of a Negro
applying, feeling that the Negro would like it better and
feel more at home with the people of his own race.
An instance was cited where a situation which was
detrimental to good public relations with the Negro constit-
uency could have been avoided had the staff been better
oriented in the various aspects of the problem. At a general
meeting which had been we11 planned ahead of time, but at
which it was known there would be Negro constituents, the
song, "Carry Me Back to Old Virginie"
,
was on the program.
It is a song which is offensive to Negro individuals, and
they said that in instances like these they cannot help but
wonder whether or not it had been intentionally planned.
'.Then asked whether or not this was oversensitiveness, they
replied that when a white woman goes into a store and the
clerk is rude to her, she merely passes it off as bad humor.
A person of a minority race always wonders whether or not it
is planned or is prejudice.
They felt that this lack of knowledge and readiness to
deal with the situation could be met in the t Y’ by construc-
tive efforts to orient the staff to their new responsibilities
of working and dealing with the colored constituency. This
could be done by the hiring of colored staff and office force
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
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so that working relationships of ease could be built up,
and by seminars, discussions and staff conferences on the
subject with pamphlets and books circulated and included in
the staff library. It was emphasized, however, that although
they did not want to be discriminated against, neither did
they want to be patronized - just treated like men.
The second category, the younger residents of the
community, expressed attitudes more closely related to the
present practices of the YKCA . They asked questions such as:
why is it there are not colored members on the Board and
professional staff? Why is it there are no Negroes on the
secretarial office force? They pointed out that the YWCA
has Negroes on their staff and office force, and feel that if
the YMCA is sincere in its commitments, it should have them,
too. These are places where the T's intentions and convic-
tions should begin. Other attitudes took on the more
definite form of questioning present practices of the ’Y’.
Questions from the members concerned such things as the
practice of the rooms section of the ’ Y’ maintaining two
separate rooming house files: one white and one colored.
Realizing the extent of the problem, they asked why there at
least couldn’t be maintained a neutral file of houses that
would take both colored and white roomers.
This brought out, in many instances, the expressed dif-
ficulty in understanding the institutional, organizational
.'
and a dmini strative aspects of the Association. Many could
not understand why, if the National organization had come
out against segregation, it should still exist in a local
unit. Others cited practices in other ’ Y T s which had led
them to believe it was common practice in all branches and
thus hesitant to accept as true the present practices of the
Huntington Avenue YMCA. All these questions pointed to a
common misunderstanding of Association administration and
organization
.
The younger members of the community also expressed
the feeling that all organizations such as the YMCA should
work more with the people on a "community level." In try-
ing to determine more definitely what was meant by this, it
came out that they were referring to a survey or question-
naire of the people of the neighborhood in order to find out
what they really want. Those in this general second
category felt that the "people of the community" would be
whol e-heartedly behind the program. From further discussion
the writer drew the conclusion that this was an expression
of general dissatisfaction with the slower pace of the
recognized community leaders, with a feeling that the situa-
tion demanded more definite and rapid steps which the
community as a whole would recognize and support. In drawing
this conclusion, the writer does not intend to make this a
general conclusion for the total attitude of the community,
..
I
but only for this second category.
Two of the groups in the second category felt that too
much emphasis was being given to "interracial" services.
This is found in several statements such as: (1) the Asso-
ciation should not have gone to the Community Council asking
for approval of a program for interracial services; (2) Such
an emphasis tends to show that the Negro is considered
separate and apart from other people and not of the constit-
uency of the Association; (3) The stress should be on
serving the needs of the children of the community and the
community as a whole.
However, when this attitude was questioned further, it
was found that these two groups still felt that initially
the question of segregation had to be met and assurances
given. It was concluded, then, that only after these initial
feelings of the group had been met could the emphasis be
placed on serving the needs of the children of the community
and the community as a whole.
In the third category, the social agencies will be
dealt with first, and the church as a separate institution.
Three of the agencies expressed the opinion that many of the
conflicts in the area, especially among the children, are an
indication of the fact that there are no large general
playgrounds, outdoor recreational spaces, and/or central
centers or buildings where children of all races and cultures
.ly
may get together, play together, intermingle and get to know
each other better. It was pointed out that peoples of dif-
ferent races and cultures live next door to each other and
yet never get to know each other. The example was given of
the Yi-IHA which pulls the Jewish youngsters up the hill, and
the St. Mark’s Center which pulls the Negro children down the
hill. This situation fosters misunderstandings in a communi-
ty where groups are living in such close contact with each
other
.
All the agencies, including the church, expressed the
conviction that there must be a clear understanding in the
community that such a service or center is for all members
of the community. Specific references were made to examples
in the community of what was meant by this statement.
St. Mark’s Social Center is a colored-white center, but the
community only thinks 'Of it as a colored center. Therefore,
only colored youth attend. They felt that if use of St.
Mark’s Social Center was made it would immediately give the
community the impression that the services were for colored
youth only. The same conviction applied to a white center
or facility which the community ’’thinks of” as serving only
white members, regardless of its actual practice. It was
felt that in order to insure communitir understanding that the
services were for all members of the community, they must be
based on an interracial, intercultural staff and neutral
..
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places of meeting or facilities.
They felt that this would involve neutral buildings,
meeting places or facilities, intercultural-interracial
staff and office force. Good public relations involving the
wide interpretation of the Association’s aims and policy to
the community as a whole, to groups in the community, to
community leaders and to agencies, churches and other or-
ganizations stood high on the list. They felt that this
public commitment of the T Y T to its interracial aims and
policy was necessary for two reasons: past YI-1CA practices
of segregation, and the segregated set-up of present
facilities in the area.
The church’s attitude was based mainly on Christian
principles. It felt that the YIICA was a Christian organiza-
tion which professed faith in, and based its aims on,
Christianity. Therefore, its attitude was one of questioning
- questioning the farsightedness, sincerity and understanding
of the total program of the Boston YMCA
,
of the Religious
Study Committee which returned a report at the last annual
meeting stressing the need for greater religious emphasis
and Christian principles in the Association work, without
once mentioning ’’practicing” them. It felt that if the
Association was going to place greater emphasis on Christian
principles and subscribe to the purpose of rooting out
discrimination and segregation by carrying on an interracial
..
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program, it must be ready to carry the full responsibility
of the full implications of these two commitments.
The fourth category was made up of two boys’ clubs
affiliated with the program. The first, an all-colored
group, aged twelve to fifteen, with a colored leader, res-
-
ponded to the questionnaire as follows: they would meet in
a center used by other racial groups and at the same time;
had no feeling about the use of common facilities; and would
encourage the use of outside speakers or specialists of other
racial origin for their group. However, they did not feel
that at the present time they wanted their own club to in-
clude members of other races.
The second all-colored boys’ club, with a white leader,
had an age range from ten to fourteen. In a survey made by
a colored junior leader, fifteen of the members had white
friends and planned to bring them into the club. They had
no feeling about bringing members of another race into the
club. Three members, however, felt that it would be better
to keep the club all colored, although they expressed no
strong antipathy toward having a few white members.
Attitudes of Certain White Groups in the Community
As has been mentioned previously, because of early
feelings expressed by the Negro groups concerning the pro-
gram, more initial emphasis was given to working with the
colored groups, and the number of white groups contacted in
.*
the community is relatively smaller in number. They make a
combined total of seven. Of these seven, two were churches,
two social agencies, two veterans’ organizations composed
mainly of veterans of this war, and one mixed colored -whit
e
community boys' work committee.
Here again, the procedure followed was the interview,
or a working relationship built up over a period of time,
with the executives of the agencies and their staff, and the
president and officers of the veterans’ groups. However, a
few of the members of the veterans’ groups were contacted.
All members, including the officers of the community boys’
work committee, were contacted. The schedule was again used
as a guide and means of tabulating the opinions expressed.
One of the churches felt that it had been doing a
remarkable job in interracial services and had well integrated
the Negro into its congregation. It felt that the YMCA
could well do much toward furthering this work in the com-
munity. It expressed a spirit of cooperativeness, but
recognized few of the attitudes of the Negro members of the
community and saw no problem inherent in Negro attitudes in
relation to an interracial program. The other church said
that it realized that the YMCA faced a very difficult situa-
tion, and felt that it was making magnificent progress. The
spirit of approval for the program was not as paramount in
its statements of support of an interracial program, although
..
.
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it did immediately open its facilities to both colored and
mixed YWCA groups to meet there.
The first of the two agencies was already engaged in
an interracial program, so that all expressions of opinion
from this agency were of hearty endorsement and cooperation.
The second agency was facing the problem of admitting
Negroes, and, therefore, through its Board of Directors,
took a cautious course in expressing its approval. The
director, however, was all in favor of interracial services
for Roxbury. As to a YMCA, he expressed some reservations,
but would endorse a community center, perhaps sponsored by
the Yi-ICA. His emphasis there was on the minority groups in
the community other than the Negroes. Both stated the need
for interracial staff and board.
One of the veterans’ groups found the idea a little new
to them, but their officers expressed approval. Most of the
members, according to the officers, were neutral and not
much enthusiasm could be generated in the one time they had
discussed this with them. The other veterans’ group was
totally in favor of the services and pointed out that such
principles were set forth in their charter. They again
stressed a community center and the other minority groups
resident in the community.
The mixed boys’ work group felt that groups should not
be fabricated, but taken as they are found in the community.
..
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In other words, the YMCA should serve the needs of the
community and the children of the community as a whole. It
was their feeling that too much emphasis was being placed on
” interracial 11 services, and that primary consideration should
be to serve the community first. They further stated that
the best basis for organization should be 'a good program; an
ongoing program was the best way to convince the community;
and that, if services and equipment are available, groups and
youth, regardless of race, will attend. They stressed the
need for an interracial staff and board.
The lack of information from the white agencies in the
community would perhaps suggest that more time and coopera-
tion need to be spent in this area. However, what has been
recorded does show that on the basis of work already going on
of this nature in the community, and from opinions expressed,
there is available a good basis for cooperation and readiness
for an interracial program.
Attitudes of Certain Individuals in the Community
The pages of the previous sections have set forth
something of the environing conditions of the community, the
program thus far, and some of the attitudes of community
groups. In the following pages will be found attitudes of
seventy-five community people that the YMCA has come in con-
tact with. They do not represent all the contacts, but only
those most often contacted. By its scheme of affiliation,
..
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the YMCA tends to draw from the community those who are in
sympathy with its aims and congenial to existing patterns
and practices. It is in the light of these tendencies and
relationships that further contributions from community
opinion are here presented.
Of the seventy-five individuals recorded as having
been contacted, forty-one were white and thirty-four
colored. Of the total believing that the need for more
group work services were (l) great, twenty-nine were white
and twenty-eight colored; (2) medium, seven white and two
colored; (3) small, two white and none colored.
On the question of supporting interracial services:
(1) not determined, three white and none colored; (2) en-
thusiastically, twenty-four white and twenty-six colored;
(3) favorably, three white and six colored; (4) neutral, two
white and none colored; (5) no answer, nine white and two
colored
.
Would the individual welcome the YMCA in helping to
provide these services for youth: (1) not determined, two
white and two colored; (2) enthusiastically, fifteen white
and sixteen colored; (3) favorably, seventeen white and
seven colored; (4) neutral, none white and two colored;
(5) no answer, seven white and seven colored.
Only very general conclusions can be drawn here from
this type of a survey. However, the number contacted tends-
.
to show that there were about an equal number of colored and
white, perhaps slightly more white, despite the fact that
more time had been spent with the colored members of the
community. Perhaps this would suggest that if public rela-
tions are going to be looked to assiduously and time spent
with colored members of the community, this number of Negro
contacts should be greatly widened.
The report would seem to indicate that an equal number
of individuals thought that the need for more group work
services to youth was indicated. This fact has evidently
been equally recognized in the community.
On the question of interracial services, even in view
of the fact that the YMCA tends to draw from the community
those who are in sympathy with its aims, it would seem that
the thinking of the colored individuals contacted has
crystallized much more on this point than has that of the
white individuals.
The results of the question of the YMCA helping to
provide these services tends to bear out the previous feel-
ing that there is still some reticence on the part of the
Negroes in regard to the YMCA
,
although this cannot be stated
as a fact from the results of the tabulations. However, it
does show that of those individuals contacted there is good
general support for services sponsored by the YMCA.
..
Some of the individuals contacted made statements con-
cerning either the YMCA or the interracial services.
Seventeen of the number who stated that they were in favor
of interracial services qualified this by emphasizing the
"community” center aspect of services sponsored by the YMCA
.
The following statements were made at the time of question-
ing, and are inclusive, not selective. They are offered
without comment as indicative of some of the thoughts and
reservations of the individuals contacted.
One white board member stated:
*
Negroes should remember that they must re-
alize and understand some of the feelings of the
white members, too. Some of us have never come
in contact with Negroes before. It is an un-
familiar, strange and sometimes embarrassing
situation for us, too, until we get used to it.
They must cooperate to help make progressive
steps taken, contacts made, easy - and help us
find ways by which beginnings might be made with-
out undue embarrassment.
One Negro social worker, asking about the S3^stem of
membership which was going to be used:
Many already formed clubs go to the YMCA
,
and the boys get their memberships that way. If
a Negro boy is not chosen in such a friendship
group, the Negro boy just doesn T t get to affiliate
in a branch where memberships are accepted only
on group levels and not for individuals. There-
fore, the clubs which often affiliate are not
interracial
.
A colored lay youth leader:
Progress in this field is only going to be
made in and through small groups. When the YliCA
comes into the community this way and works with
•'
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small groups of lay people, parent and youth, it
is making the most effective contribution.
A white teacher giving time to Girl Scouting:
The Girl and Boy Scout organizations have
extended activity to Negro children. The Girl
Scouts have a somewhat better practice in inter-
racial matters than have the Boys. Every activity
above the troop level operates on an interracial
basis. However, I know that Boy Scouting in this
area has placed emphasis upon the interracial even
in the troops. The Boys’ Clubs of America also
stands heads over other organizations in practice.
I don’t know why it shouldn’t work in the YMCA.
A white student:
The Massachusetts State Employment Office
hires both colored and white staff. Girls and
men, both colored and white, work there together.
If the State can do it, the ’Y’ can.
A colored business man:
It is a long and slow process in which all
factors must be properly weighed. Boston is
different from other communities.
A colored professional man:
Legal action should be brought against any
YMCA following a policy of segregation.
A white labor leader:
I have found that many Negroes ’’suppose”
that the intent of the YMCA is segregation.
They don’t know that any careful steps have been
or are being t aken or are under discussion. Be-
fore you came in here today, I didn’t know that
these interracial YMCA services in Roxbury were
anything more than hot air !
In concluding this section, I would like to quote the
editor of a Negro metropolitan newspaper who was quoted in
’’The Racial Factor in YMCAs”
:
*.
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I say to the YMCA, just erase your imaginary
color line. . . . The members of the YMCA would
not stop using the facilities if Negro persons
were accepted as members. Life would go right on.
We’d wonder why we never did it before. The YWCA
can do it. They have achieved integration. The
YMCA can do it, too.

Chapter VI
CONCLUSIONS
This study has reviewed inclusively the interracial
YMCA services to Roxbury from their inception to the present
ongoing program. The early history has been traced to aid
in an understanding of many of the present factors influenc-
ing the effectiveness of the program. It has shown that
there are present day implications to be found from this
earlier effort, and that the situation is a complex one.
The second phase of the study confined itself to a
study of the community. Here it was clearly evident from
the social pathology present in the community, the great
number of children and the lack of outdoor recreational
fac ilities, that there was a great need for services to
youth. Considered from the viewpoint of the membership par-
ticipation alone, as shown by the figures, Roxbury as a whole
might not be considered as critically in need of expansion
of youth services. But other factors such as the lower
membership figures for Ward Twelve exclusively, the sharp
jump in delinquency, relatively low economic security and
Aid to Dependent Children rates point to very deep needs.
In the examination of the attitudes of some of the com-
munity contacts made by the staff of the project, it can be
seen that there are as many variations among the Negro
members of the community as there are among the white members

of the community. However, the study does tend to show
that, among those people contacted by the staff at least,
there appears to be a fairly high degree of support for the
program
.
Indications at the present time point to the fact that
full programs of many types and many groups of varied in-
terests will soon have progressed to a point of a meaningful
factor in the community. Therefore, in the light of this
study, which points out the complexity of the situation, the
writer would like to suggest that there is a need for con-
stant evaluations of the program at specific intervals in
its development and continued study of the community, its
needs and its attitudes - which would help serve as a guide
to better youth services to the whole community.
Agenda for Advance
It is hoped that in putting this material together the
factors affecting the program can be more readily apparent.
However, in a study of this type, where the conclusions as
to the future of youth services on an interracial basis in
Roxbury belongs to the YI'iCA
,
recommendations must be drawn
from a wider body of knowledge than has been presented here.
Therefore, instead of recommendations, the author would like
to present an agenda for advance as suggested in "The Racial
Factor in YilCAs."
.
We are reminded that the YMCA is a nation-
wide organization with broad local autonomy. The
national office acts as a coordinating and service
center, but formulates no national policy apart from
the experience and judgment of its local Associa-
tions. In theory and practice, final determination
of policy and program, within the general purpose
of serving young men, is the responsibility of
local bodies, which also have a responsible part in
developing national activities. Not all local
boards and executives realize how great a responsi-
bility this situation places upon them, nor have
enough of them developed the more adequate programs
for Negro youth, on an experimental or demonstration
basis, which are thus within their powers.
Because of this key position held by the local
board, careful selection of board members is
urgently important. More of these members should
be men who, among their usefulness in other direc-
tions, are sympathetic with the interracial position
of the Movement as voiced in its latest Convention,
and are equipped to deal with the complicated
problems involved. Experience has shown that ad-
vances in these areas are dependent upon human
attitudes. For this and other reasons, the support
of influential men who not only subscribe to
Christian principles, but are eager to apply them
is much to be desired.
If we would put an end to intolerance and
discrimination in the YMCA, it is important to
develop a strong conviction for the application
of the high purposes of the organization to Negro-
white relations; to form and carry out a program
of specific steps to achieve those purposes; to
select a board with an eye to the eagerness of
its members to see Negro as well as white youth
served adequately; to develop staff attitudes and
activities which faithfully reflect the board’s
purposes; and to cooperate with all the other
forces in the community which are working for
better race relations.
An agenda of things to be done can become a valuable
instrument for advance. It helps take an Association out of
the realm of being on the defense, and gives to it the
..
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offense. It has often been said in military circles that
the offense is the best means of defense. Some local boards
and executives appeared to deal with the racial factor
largely in terms of immediates. The times and conditions
pressed in upon them. They were too much on the defensive.
They lacked freedom of initiative. They needed more adequate
foresight. There is a greater awareness of the existence
of group prejudices in the nation toda}r than existed prior
to the war. It is at this point of an aroused public
opinion, both Negro and white, that the YMCA finds itself
face to face with a changing social pattern. This study has
pointed this out: a vocal and resistant Negro group, many
of whom refuse to accept any rationalization of the inclusive
Christian purpose of the YMCA. In the total area of inter-
racial objectives, the following questions will help in
evaluating the racial factor in regard to the Roxbury project
and the Boston YMCA.
1. Is there evidence of an adequate
strategy and understanding to meet
head on current situations and develop-
ments in race relations?
The Roxbury project itself is some indication that this
is taking place. Race relations are not being handled as
isolated incidents, but as a purposeful part of the policy.
Personnel and committees have also been taken into consi-
deration. A business man who refuses to hire a Negro or Jew,
.
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or who advocates restricted covenants, carries with him his
business philosophy when he attends a YMCA committee or
board meeting. The Roxbury Advisory committees, having been
selected with due care to this question, show progress in
this respect. However, the study has pointed out that there
are wider implications arising from the project which will
in all probability face the Huntington Avenue Branch in the
near future. The study has not entered the area of prepara-
tion there.
2. Is the YMCA lagging behind other agencies
in making advances in racial understanding?
Some indications have been given in the study which
indicate that perhaps the YWCA, the State Employment Agency,
and the Girl Scouts have made more rapid advances. Com-
parisons would have to be made all down the line; some would
be favorable such as in the case of some local Roxbury
agencies, other less favorable when dealing with organiza-
tions such as the Roxbury Council and labor organizations.
3. There is evidence that Negro leadership
in many communities do not regard the
Young Men’s Christian Association as a
constructive agent in advancing racial
understanding.
The study has pointed out that there is a distinct ’’mind
set” in the Negro thinking against anything that tends to
extend segregation. There also has been a pointed attack
in the area in which the YMCA is most vulnerable: its
sincerity in its Christian avowal. As has been pointed out,

there is increased community awareness regarding discrimina-
tion which has been heightened by the actions of such
organizations as the Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Boys’ Clubs of
America and the Federal Council of Churches.^"
4 . Will good public affairs and public
relations program strengthen the YMCA
services in racial understanding?
Much work has been done on The constructive side of race
relations in Roxbury which has been pointed out in this
study, and much has been done in the Huntington Avenue Branch
Most of it, however, is as yet unpublicized. Perhaps much
could be done in preparing the constituency for a change on
racial policy.
Final item on the agenda for advance, and in the light
of which the Roxbury project might be regarded, might be an
important directive recently given by the delegate body most
competent to represent the will of the Association Movement
as a whole
:
Responsible local and field bodies are asked
to consider organizing new Associations only on an
interracial basis and administering existing Asso-
ciations on an inclusive, non-segregated basis. 12
11 Recent action by the Federal Council of Churches on
Race Tensions, Columbus, Ohio, March 7, may be found in
Tt Information Service,” March 16, 1946.
12 International Convention of Young Men’s Christian
Associations of North America, Atlantic City, New Jersey,
March 17, 1946.
..
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Table XVI
\
ATTENDANCE AT AGENCIES BY AGE GROUPS*
Attending
:
Total 8-11 12-14 15-17 20-29 30-39 60+
100 31 21 25 5 9 9
1 agency 46 17 8 6 3 7 5
2 agencies 33 11 9 9 1 1 2
3 " 14 3 3 4 1 1 2
4 7 0 1 6 0 0 0
Thus 54$ of those who belong to agencies belong to
more than one. The proportion of children belonging
to more than one agency is much higher than of
adults. This is true also in the actual count of
members in 1945-46.
*Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council, 1947* (South End Survey).
.
Table XVII
INDIVIDUALS GIVING REASONS FOR NOT ATTENDING
AGENCIES BY REASON AND AGE GROUPS3
Reasons Total 3-19 20-59 60-
224- 107 34 33
Not interested 19 4 13 2
Not aware 4 0 4 0
Frogram unsuitable 17 12 5 0
Distance 0 5 5 0 0
Too busy 10 6 4 0
• • • • • •
a Source: Research Bureau, Greater Boston Community
Council, 1947* (South End Survey).
b The results of this question tend to show that a ’Y T
center, or services, would possibly draw some of its constit-
uency from outside the area.
..
SCHEDULE
A. Identifying data:
1# Name Telephone No r
2. Address
_
3. Sex (check) M F 1+
.
Age (approximately)
5. Children (number) Age range (approximately'
6. Race 'checxj VJ N Other (specify)
7* Length of residence (years and/or fraction of vea.^ 1
a. At present address
b . In Roxbury
8. Previous residence if resident of neighborhood less than two
years - specify district of Boston (e.g., Roxbury, S. Boston).
B. Questions,
1. Does individual think the need for more group work (leisure-
time and/or organized, supervised) services tc vert: in Roxbury
is
:
Check
No opinion
Great
Iledium
Small
Non-existent
.
2. If individual thinks more services are needed, would he support
interracial services (programs open to entire community):
Not determined
Enthusiastically
Favorably
Neutral
Unfavorably
Note: If answer to (1) is affirmative, but answer tc ?.) negative,
individual would support se^re^atef services to fne degree
shown in ( 3 )
•
If neutral in (2), support would be shov^n for either service.
3. If individual thinks more vroup work services are needed, would
he support these services by:
Giving time to
participate on
operating boards
and/or committees
and/or financial
support
Participating
personally
Sending children
or funds
Vocal
No visible support
4* Would the individual welcome the YMCA in helping to provide
these services for youth?
Not determined
Enthusiast ically
Favorably
I
Neutral
Unfavorably
C. Status in the Community
Occupation
Position of leadership
Has community following Well known
Has following in group (name) Fairly well known
No following Little known
Groups he belongs to
Fosition held
D. Comments:
—.
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